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The Roman Empire’s multi-continent system of roads effectuated and symbolized 

Roman military, economic, and cultural power for centuries. Those same roads 

were eventually used as a pathway for the Goths to attack and destroy the empire.1 

The Internet and related digital systems that the United States did so much to create 

have effectuated and symbolized US military, economic, and cultural power for 

decades. The question raised by this essay is whether these systems, like the Roman 

Empire’s roads, will come to be seen as a platform that accelerated US decline.

We are not so foolish as to predict that this will happen.2 But this essay does seek 

to shine light on the manifold and, in the aggregate, underappreciated structural 

challenges that digital systems increasingly present for the United States, especially 

in its relations with authoritarian adversaries. These problems arise most clearly in 

the face of the “soft” cyber operations that have been so prevalent and damaging 

in the United States in recent years: cyber espionage, including the digital theft of 

public- and private-sector secrets; information operations and propaganda, related 

to elections; doxing, which is the theft and publication of private information; 

and relatively low-level cyber disruptions such as denial-of-service and ransomware 

attacks.3

Our central claim is that the United States is disadvantaged in the face of these 

soft cyber operations due to constitutive and widely admired features of American 

society, including the nation’s commitment to free speech, privacy, and the rule 

of law; its innovative technology firms; its relatively unregulated markets; and its 

deep digital sophistication. These strengths of American society create asymmetrical 

vulnerabilities in the digital age that foreign adversaries, especially in authoritarian 
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states, are increasingly exploiting. These asymmetrical vulnerabilities, in turn, might 

explain why the United States so often appears to be on the losing end of recent 

cyber operations and why US attempts to develop and implement policies to enhance 

defense, resiliency, response, or deterrence in the cyber realm have been ineffective. 

We do not claim that the disadvantages of digitalization for the United States in its 

international relations outweigh the advantages. But we do present some reasons 

for pessimism about the United States’ predicament in the face of adversary cyber 

operations.

This essay proceeds in eight parts. Part I provides relevant background. Parts II 

through VII describe the six dimensions in which digitalization transforms a US 

strength into a vulnerability, especially by comparison with its impact on leading 

adversaries. The six dimensions discussed are global economic dominance, digital 

connectedness, a free and open society, government transparency, a commitment to 

the rule of law, and regulatory skepticism. After an analysis of these issues, part VIII 

briefly concludes.

I. Background

The digitalization of nearly every aspect of life, and the related rise of digital 

interconnectedness fostered by the Internet, has brought the US government and US 

citizens and firms enormous benefits on the global stage.

The United States subsidized the creation of the Internet. It led the global 

commercialization of the Internet that began in the 1990s. For over two decades, it 

controlled the Internet’s naming and numbering system. And since the 1990s, its 

firms have dominated nearly every element of Internet and related communications 

technology: “Fifteen of the top 25 largest tech companies are from the United States, 

with eight in the top 10.” 4 The so-called fearsome five—Google, Apple, Microsoft, 

Amazon, and Facebook—dominate their industry sectors and are the world’s five most 

valuable companies and brands.5 These multinational firms contribute enormously to 

the US economy and to US wealth. Through their dominance of the global Internet 

experience, their perceived embodiment of US culture and values, and their research 

and related funding, they have been an important element of US soft power.6 Nations 

are resisting these elements of US power in various ways. But for now, the United States 

dominates.

US military and intelligence agencies have also reaped huge benefits from global 

digitalization. “We have more capacity than any other country, both offensively and 
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defensively,” President Barack Obama claimed in September 2016 in reference to the 

United States’ prowess in cyber operations.7 The US military and intelligence budgets 

related to cyber operations dwarf those of other countries. Many news reports in recent 

years have described the United States’ ability to penetrate foreign computer networks 

and to leverage the dominance of American Internet technology firms into robust 

intelligence-collection programs such as Section 702 of FISA.8

These are but some of the main large-scale international relations benefits that accrue 

to the United States from global digital networks. There are downsides as well. The 

many US economic, intelligence, military, and cultural assets embedded in digital form 

on computers and computer networks are potential targets for offensive operations 

from adversaries. These networks form very large attack surfaces that are generally hard 

to defend for many well-understood reasons:9

•	 The	networks	inside	the	United	States	are	largely	in	private-sector	hands	or	at	least	are	

connected mainly through private-sector communication channels.

•	 Computers	and	computer	networks	(software	and	hardware)	invariably	contain	

vulnerabilities that can be exploited to gain entry.

•	 The	number	of	threatening	offensive	actors	has	exploded	due	to	the	fact	that	 

any computer connected to the Internet is potentially accessible to anyone on the 

Internet.

•	 Cyber-weapons—and	especially	the	weapons	and	tools	needed	to	carry	out	the	soft	

operations	that	are	the	focus	of	this	essay—are	inexpensive	to	develop	and	deploy	and	

thus are widely available.

•	 The	Internet	practically	eliminates	distance	as	a	barrier,	which	means	that	offensive	

actors can hit the United States from practically anywhere.

•	 The	Internet’s	architecture	makes	anonymity	and	spoofing	(fake	emails	or	web	 

pages	disguised	to	appear	genuine)	easy,	which	further	facilitates	unauthorized	 

entry.

•	 Digitalization	enhances	the	impact	of	insider	threats.

•	 Compared	to	nondigital	systems,	digital	systems	permit	enormous	scaling	by	adversary	

actors of exploitation, copying, circulation, and attack.
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In sum, the digital revolution brings the United States scores of benefits, but it also 

empowers many more adversary actors, from weak and strong countries alike, to harm 

the	United	States	from	a	distance.	Despite	much	work	and	significant	improvements	in	

recent years, especially in attribution, these harms have proved hard to stop or deter.

II.  Private-Sector Global Economic Dominance

The first strength that has proved to be an asymmetrical vulnerability is the  

United States’ global economic dominance. At present, private firms in the United 

States	(and	in	Western	nations	generally)	possess	most	of	the	intellectual	property,	

trade	secrets,	and	other	proprietary	commercial	information	(including	negotiating	

positions,	news	of	impending	deals,	and	the	like)	that	are	worth	stealing	from	the	

private sector.

In the last two decades, these important business secrets have increasingly become 

embedded in digital form. With the rise of the Internet and ever-more-powerful digital 

storage and copying capacities, orders of magnitude more cyber thieves—both insiders 

and thieves from around the globe—have potential access to these secrets and have 

been stealing them regularly. The result is that hundreds of billions of dollars of US 

business secrets have allegedly been stolen in the last decade in what former NSA 

director Keith Alexander has called the “greatest transfer of wealth in history.”10

China-based	hackers	closely	related	to	China’s	government	have	been	the	most	

notorious	but	certainly	not	the	exclusive	culprits	in	this	transfer.	(It	has	been	widely	

reported, for example, that France, among other countries, engages in widespread 

economic espionage to benefit French businesses.11)	During	the	last	decade,	China’s	

firms possessed relatively few commercial secrets worth stealing and deploying to 

US	commercial	advantage.	This	situation	is	changing.	China’s	firms	are	becoming	

technologically more innovative on many dimensions, and in some areas—such as 

mobile payment systems—they have a technological edge over US firms.12	China	thus	

has an increasing number of business secrets that may be useful to foreign competitors. 

But for now and the foreseeable future, an asymmetrical consequence of US economic 

strength is that US firms have many more business secrets that can and will be 

stolen via cyber means. This does not mean that US commercial prowess is, per se, a 

weakness. It just means that one consequence of digitalization is that US firms have 

an	asymmetrical	vulnerability	to	the	theft	of	business	secrets	compared	to	Chinese	

firms.13

The asymmetry created by US commercial strength goes deeper than the distribution 

of valuable business secrets. The United States has long had a policy of not stealing 
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“the trade secrets of foreign companies on behalf of [or giving the intelligence 

it collects to] US companies to enhance their international competitiveness or 

increase their bottom line.”14	Despite	its	losses	of	the	last	decade,	it	has	continued	

to adhere to this policy. The policy is not a result of the United States decoupling 

national security concerns from economic concerns. In a variety of contexts—

export	controls,	CFIUS	review	of	foreign	investments,	the	Defense	Department’s	

close relationship with military contractors, and many more—the US government is 

sensitive to the national security implications of the domestic economy. Rather, the 

policy appears to result from a combination of two factors.

First,	China	and	other	less	developed	nations	have	relatively	few	commercial	secrets	

for the US government to steal. This is changing, as noted above, but for now remains 

true. Second, and unlikely to change anytime soon, the United States does not 

have many state-owned industries and does not have a principled basis on which 

to distribute the stolen information to US firms, almost all of which are in the 

private sector. Alibaba and Tencent may have technological secrets in, for example, 

mobile payments that would be of benefit to US firms. But if the US government 

stole those secrets, who would it give them to? Apple? Google? Amazon? Such wealth 

transfers, which would have to be secret, are out of bounds for the United States, 

a democratic free-market society with few state-owned industries. By contrast, the 

decision to steal and distribute is much easier, and indeed natural, for countries like 

China	with	state-owned	or	state-connected	businesses	that	the	government	wants	

to aid, and perhaps even for democracies like France that have large and important 

ownership	stakes	in	globally	competitive	firms	like	Airbus,	Air	France-KLM,	CNP	

Assurances, and Renault.

These are some of the reasons why most forms of commercial cyber theft—unlike, say, 

state-on-state espionage—are	not	symmetrical.	China	steals	from	US	firms	to	help	local	

industries, but the United States does not reciprocate because reciprocity via cyber is 

not presently an option in the US repertoire. That means that one important response 

tool to digital theft—reciprocal retaliation—is unavailable, leaving only tools that 

many	believe	are	insufficient	(such	as	economic	sanctions	or	indictments)	or	tools	that	

are	unusable	(such	as	military	force).15

This example shows how a change in technological paradigms can have asymmetrical 

distributional consequences. Of course, the United States reaps countervailing 

benefits	from	digitalization	vis-à-vis	China	in	terms	of,	for	example,	espionage	against	

government entities or the enormous financial gains that US Internet technology firms 

reap	from	access	to	the	Chinese	market.	And	of	course	there	are	downsides	to	imitative	
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development	that	China	is	trying	to	rectify.	We	neither	deny	these	countervailing	

considerations nor seek here to assess how they cash out on balance. Our only point is 

that along the dimension of commercial progress via theft, the digital age empowers 

China	and	weakens	the	United	States	in	relative	terms.

The	United	States	for	years	cajoled	China	to	stop	commercial	cyber	theft	with	threats	

that	seemed	remarkably	weak	given	the	stakes.	In	September	2015,	China	and	the	

United States agreed that “neither country’s government will conduct or knowingly 

support cyber-enabled theft of intellectual property, including trade secrets or other 

confidential business information, with the intent of providing competitive advantages 

to companies or commercial sectors.”16 This agreement extends only to government-

sponsored theft or “knowing support” for such theft, not theft by the commercial 

sector without government support.

The consequences of the agreement are practically impossible to assess based on 

current	public	information.	Many	reports	have	indicated	that	China’s	government-

connected commercial theft from the United States has diminished, though 

not ceased,17 and some give credit to the agreement and related US diplomatic 

engagement.18	Others	offer	less-consoling	reasons.	First,	China’s	government	hackers	

now hide their tracks better when they support commercial theft.19 Second, Xi’s 

“anti-corruption campaign” may be “cracking down on the illegitimate use of state 

resources.”20	Third,	China	may	be	slowing	down	its	commercial	theft	abroad	because	

its own economic development makes such theft less important.

While the situation is hard to assess with confidence, the digital commercial theft 

of	US	business	secrets	from	China	clearly	has	not	ceased,	and	there	is	little	reason	to	

think it will in situations where such theft serves important government interests in 

China.	As	a	US	Trade	Representative	study	concluded	in	March	2018,	“Beijing’s	cyber	

espionage against US companies persists and continues to evolve,” and “the evidence 

indicates	that	cyber	intrusions	into	US	commercial	networks	in	line	with	Chinese	

industrial policy goals continue.”21

III. Digital Connectedness

A related element of US economic and technological strength is the deep penetration 

of digital networks into everyday life. The United States is among the most digitally 

connected societies in the world. This deep digital connectedness, which can also be 

seen as deep digital dependence, roughly correlates with vulnerability to offensive 

cyber operations. It means that the United States typically has many more targets 
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for adversary offensive cyber operations, and that it is unusually vulnerable to such 

operations, compared to most of its adversaries. Given the relative ease of soft cyber 

operations, and the astounding number of potential attackers from abroad and targets 

inside the United States, the result is a serious disadvantage for the United States, 

especially vis-à-vis digitally unsophisticated adversaries.22

To see the point most starkly, consider the polar positions of the United States and 

North Korea. The United States has redoubtable offensive cyber capacities, and North 

Korea as a society is digitally underdeveloped. This means that the options for cyber 

operations against North Korea are relatively limited, irrespective of the United States’ 

operational and technical sophistication. North Korea is not cut off from computers 

and the Internet altogether. But cyber tools do not work that well against North Korea 

because there is relatively little digital information to steal or digital infrastructure to 

alter or degrade.

By contrast, even though North Korea is digitally undeveloped, it does not take much 

skill or many resources to cause serious harm to the digitally dependent United States. 

The Sony hack attributed to North Korea caused up to $35 million in damage to Sony, 

plus	whatever	deterrent	effect	(on	the	development	of	anti-Kim	films,	for	example)	it	

achieved.23 The New York Times reported last year that North Korean hackers, relying 

in part on NSA hacking tools that had seeped into the public realm, have stolen 

hundreds	of	millions	of	dollars	in	the	past	few	years	(globally)	through	ransomware.24 

North Korea was reportedly one spelling error away from stealing $1 billion from 

the New York Federal Reserve in 2016.25 A more recent report concluded that North 

Korea’s cyber army “is quietly morphing into one of the world’s most sophisticated 

and dangerous hacking machines” and that since 2017 its “fingerprints have appeared 

in an increasing number of cyberattacks, [and] the skill level of its hackers has rapidly 

improved and their targets have become more worrisome.”26

A	former	deputy	director	of	the	National	Security	Agency,	Chris	Inglis,	explained	

North Korea’s cyber power as follows:

Cyber	is	a	tailor-made	instrument	of	power	for	[North	Korea].	There’s	a	low	cost	of	entry,	

it’s largely asymmetrical, there’s some degree of anonymity and stealth in its use. It 

can hold large swaths of nation state infrastructure and private-sector infrastructure at 

risk. It’s a source of income. You could argue that they have one of the most successful 

cyberprograms on the planet, not because it’s technically sophisticated, but because it has 

achieved all of their aims at very low cost.27
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The point has implications beyond cyber relations, since North Korea can leverage 

its cyber power in other domains. As the Times reported: “Mr. Kim, fearful that his 

nuclear program is becoming too large and obvious a target, is focusing instead on 

how to shut down the United States without ever lighting off a missile.”28 It then 

quoted	Robert	P.	Silvers,	the	assistant	secretary	for	cyber	policy	at	the	Department	

of Homeland Security during the Obama administration: “Everyone is focused on 

mushroom clouds,” Mr. Silvers said, “but there is far more potential for another kind of 

disastrous escalation.”

Silvers’s point about escalation has much broader and, for the United States, 

more serious implications. Indeed, it appears that the fear of losing in escalation  

due to asymmetrical digital dependence is one of the main reasons why the US 

government has hesitated to retaliate in recent years in the face of increasingly 

damaging cyber operations from abroad. The fear is that any response by the United 

States to a cyber intrusion will result in a counterresponse that, since the United States 

tends to be more digitally dependent and vulnerable than its adversaries, will leave 

the United States in a worse place. This is reportedly a primary reason why President 

Obama hesitated before the 2016 election to respond to the Russian information 

operation.29

It is also the main reason why the United States did not respond forcefully to 

Iranian denial-of-service attacks on US banks in 2012. As former director of national 

intelligence	James	Clapper	explained,	the	United	States	feared	it	would	lose	in	

escalation. “We’d all built up quite a head of steam, [thinking] ‘By God, we’re not 

going	to	let	the	Iranians	get	away	with	this!	We’re	going	to	do	something!’	”	Clapper	

said,	describing	the	initial	conclusions	of	a	2012	National	Security	Council	meeting.	

“We had teed up a bunch of options for cyberattack against the very same players 

who had participated in these denial of service attacks [against the banks],” he said, 

adding that “the initial instinct was: Let’s attack back.”30	But	the	NSC	aborted	the	

planned retaliation after then secretary of the Treasury Tim Geithner argued that 

US	banks	could	not	withstand	the	counterretaliation,	Clapper	explained.	Of	course,	

other competing demands, such as not wanting to disrupt the then pending Iran 

nuclear deal, might also have been in play.31 But senior US leaders have emphasized 

that asymmetrical digital dependence and the related fear of losing in escalation is a 

primary hurdle to US responses to harmful cyber operations.32

One	might	wonder	why	the	United	States	appears	(or	is	assumed)	to	have	escalation	

dominance	in	other	realms	(for	example,	air	power	and	nuclear	weapons)	but	not	in	

cyber. And one might be especially puzzled since nothing in US military doctrine 
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precludes the United States from using its kinetic military weapons or from aggressively 

wielding its estimable economic might in response to adversary cyber operations.33 The 

answers to these questions are complex and generally beyond the scope of this essay, 

but they likely include some combination of four factors.

First, as explained in more detail below, the soft cyber operations at issue here do not 

violate international law, especially not in a way that permits the United States to 

respond with kinetic force. Adversaries can do a great deal of damage with soft cyber 

operations, both initially and in escalation, below a threshold that would trigger a 

dominant US kinetic response. The United States might have escalation dominance 

above that threshold but not below it. Second, relatively inexpensive and easy-to-

deploy weapons for soft cyber operations might allow a relatively weak adversary to 

escalate for more rounds and with greater success against a digitally vulnerable United 

States than is the case with more expensive kinetic weapons.

Third,	since	(as	noted	above)	the	United	States’	vulnerability	to	escalatory	retaliatory	

cyber operations is not limited to retaliation for cyber operations, it might be that the 

United States has less certain escalation dominance in kinetic realms than is widely 

believed, but the point has not yet been tested or appreciated. Fourth, various forms 

of economic entanglement or interdependence might be working alongside escalation 

fears to preclude retaliation.34 The Obama administration for a long time worried about 

imposing	severe	sanctions	in	response	to	Chinese	commercial	theft	less	for	fear	of	

Chinese	cyber	retaliation	than	for	fear	of	Chinese	retaliation	against	US	firms	doing	

business	in	China.

IV.  A Free and Open Society

The benefits of living in a free, open democratic nation are too obvious to list. The 

conventional wisdom two decades ago was that the Internet would be a powerful 

force in favor of democracies in the struggle to open up totalitarian states and 

make them free.35 This conventional wisdom is being flipped on its head because 

of another asymmetry between the United States and its authoritarian adversaries: 

a closed, authoritarian society like Russia does not face the same threat from 

adversary digital information operations as an open, free society like the United 

States.

Russia constricts and regulates the sources of news information and does not depend 

on a genuine democratic election process that can be disrupted by manipulating public 

information.36 The United States, by contrast, has democratic elections, extravagant 

freedom of speech, and a notoriously free and unregulated news media. It is much 
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easier for an adversary to achieve desired effects through social media, to engage 

in successful doxing operations, to promulgate fake news, or to engage in online 

propaganda when there are multiple news and information outlets that are not under 

the control of the government. “We do have some special challenges” in confronting 

operations like the ones that Russia pulled off in 2016, Obama acknowledged, because 

“we have a more open society and engage in less control and censorship over what 

happens over the Internet, which is also part of what makes us special.”37	Digital	

networks in an open society not only make it easier to spread false or disruptive 

information; they also make it harder to counter the false or disruptive information 

with truthful, coherent information.

The point here is not that information operations or propaganda efforts do not work 

in	authoritarian	states.	The	history	of	the	Cold	War	shows	otherwise.	So	too	does	

Vladimir	Putin’s	claim	that	Hillary	Clinton’s	State	Department	was	the	organizational	

force—perhaps assisted by digital tools—behind the anti-Putin protests in connection 

with Russian legislative elections in 2011.38 Nor are all authoritarian states alike in 

their	ability	to	deflect	information	operations.	China	has	a	robust	domestic	Internet	

that is in some dimensions lightly regulated, and it is likely more susceptible to foreign 

information and propaganda efforts than the Internet in Russia, where citizens engage 

in less robust Internet activities, especially on mobile devices.

But the United States is especially susceptible to all stripes of adversary information 

operations.	Unlike	in	Russia	and	China,	citizens	in	the	United	States	elect	leaders	

through autonomous votes that the government cannot lawfully control. Influencing 

citizen beliefs and preferences can thus have a big impact on leadership. Also, US 

citizens’ beliefs and preferences are unusually susceptible to outside influence. The 

United	States	(like	China,	but	unlike	Russia)	has	a	robust	Internet	culture	where	

news promulgation is dominated by the Internet and especially social media. Most 

significantly,	and	in	sharp	contrast	to	China	and	Russia,	the	US	government	barely	

regulates digital content and is constitutionally restricted from regulating digital 

content related to political speech.

Consider	doxing,	the	practice	of	publishing	true	and	damaging	(and	often	stolen)	

information about someone or some institution. A central element of the Russian 

operation in 2016 was the phishing attacks that stole information from the 

Democratic	National	Committee	and	then	released	it	to	the	public.39 An equally 

important part of this operation was releasing the stolen information in daily 

increments that ensured continuous, extended, and amplified coverage through the 

US media. Just as the 9/11 attacks used airplanes, a valued commercial instrument, 
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as a weapon, Russia weaponized the US media. The US media, in turn, churned the 

information	released	by	Russia	to	Hillary	Clinton’s	detriment	in	ways	that	the	US	

government could not even think about trying to control. And once it became clear 

that the operation was sponsored by Russia, the politically fragmented US media 

churned that information, too, in ways that the government could not control. The 

ongoing investigation of the Russian operation has proved to be politically divisive, 

has called into question the legitimacy of US electoral integrity, and has further 

fragmented American society—once again, in ways the government could not attempt 

to manage.

Now consider, by contrast, Putin’s allegation that the Panama Papers, which revealed 

corruption by Putin and other Russian oligarchs, was a US-led doxing operation.40 

Putin’s malfeasance, as revealed in the Panama Papers, was far more damning than 

anything	that	was	revealed	by	the	DNC	hack.	Surely	the	release	of	the	Panama	Papers	

harmed Putin’s reputation to some extent, at home and abroad, at least before some 

audiences. But Putin himself controlled coverage of the Panama Papers inside Russia, 

and he continues to control any “electoral” consequences of the fallout from the 

Panama Papers.41 There is no equivalent in Russia to the Senate and House intelligence 

committees and the special counsel’s investigation of the Russian operation. And 

as Putin’s recent reelection confirms, there is little evidence that the release of the 

Panama Papers has caused political disruption in Russia.

V. Government Transparency

The US government is more transparent about its cyber operations, both on offense 

and defense, both its successes and failures, than any nation in the world.42 It is 

certainly more transparent in these respects than any other superpower, and it is 

significantly more transparent than its authoritarian adversaries. Transparency in 

this	context	can	have	benefits,	including	(in	some	instances)	accountability,	but	it	

also has downsides. The type of transparency that concerns us for present purposes is 

transparency about cyber losses.

We can assume that other nations suffer cyber losses akin to the Office of Personnel 

Management	hack,	the	hack	of	the	F-35	Joint	Strike	Fighter	plans,	the	DNC	hack,	and	

the like. But the United States is the world’s leader in acknowledging these losses to the 

public. It likely does so for several reasons. In the United States’ unusually open media 

environment,	and	with	its	unusually	robust	and	open	oversight	(again,	compared	to	

adversary	nations),	many	of	these	losses	would	leak	to	the	public	in	any	event,	and	

so the US government sometimes discloses them in anticipation. The governments 

of	China	and	Russia	do	not	face	similar	pressures.	When	(as	in	the	OPM	hack)	the	
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losses impact the privacy and possibly the security of US citizens, the democratically 

accountable US government must acknowledge those losses to protect its citizens, but 

authoritarian governments need not do so.

In addition to the cyber losses that the United States discloses voluntarily, the US 

government is also the world’s leader in involuntary disclosure of cyber losses—that 

is, leaks or insider theft. No government in the world suffers nearly the number or 

scale of public leaks of sensitive secret information related to cyber operations as the 

US government. In the digital age, leaks by insiders are much more consequential 

because information is so much easier to copy, steal, and disseminate than in the 

predigital era. A US leaker can now walk out of a government building with a 

mainframe in her back pocket.43	(Compare	Chelsea	Manning’s	and	Edward	Snowden’s	

insider leaks, in which massive amounts of information were exfiltrated quickly 

on	small	memory	devices,	to	Daniel	Ellsberg’s	months-long	effort	to	exfiltrate	and	

photocopy	the	Pentagon	Papers.)

Part of the reason the United States suffers more public leaks in this area is that it 

has an enormous intelligence bureaucracy and thus has more secrets that, because 

of its size, are harder to keep.44 Two other reasons explain the leaks. First, the First 

Amendment and the constitutional culture that has grown up around it mean that 

publishers in the United States suffer relatively few, if any, penalties for publishing 

classified information.45	Second,	the	United	States	treats	leakers	(and	spies	more	

generally)	much	less	harshly	than	other	nations,	and	especially	its	authoritarian	

adversaries. The Obama administration pursued more leak investigations than any 

prior presidency, but very few people went to jail, and the vast majority of reported 

leaks result in no investigation or no prosecution. The United States certainly doesn’t 

poison spies, for example, as the Russians allegedly did to Sergei Skripal in the United 

Kingdom even after his arrest, conviction, and transfer to Great Britain in exchange 

for Russian spies.46 These latter two factors mean that the costs for the individual 

of leaking sensitive information are relatively low in the United States compared to 

authoritarian states.

The asymmetry in US government transparency about cyber losses harms the United 

States in two very different ways. First, and obviously, to the extent that the 

United States is asymmetrically vulnerable to leaks and related insider threats, it suffers 

asymmetrical intelligence losses. Second, the United States’ asymmetrical disclosure of 

cyber losses—involuntary as well as voluntary—emboldens adversaries and weakens 

deterrence. The second point requires some explanation.
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When losses from various forms of cyber operations appear on the front page of 

the newspaper, adversaries are made aware in a concrete and credible way about US 

vulnerabilities.	Citizens	expect	the	government	to	do	something	about	the	losses,	

and the government feels pressure to identify the culprit and act against it in some 

way. And so, after a major acknowledged cyber operation in the United States, the US 

government goes through a process of public attribution—for example, pointing to 

North	Korea	for	the	Sony	hack,	China	for	the	2015	OPM	hack,	Russia	for	the	2016	DNC	

hack and the 2017 NotPetya attack, and Iran for various cyber intrusions.

But having raised the issue of intrusion and attribution, the US government response 

becomes salient and visible. And for various reasons, the US public responses to these 

and other harmful cyber operations has been nonexistent or tepid. The main forms 

of public response have been indictments and relatively weak sanctions. In no case 

have these public responses been proportionate to the acknowledged losses the United 

States suffers. The publication of the many losses, followed by the invariably weak 

or nonexistent public response, demonstrates credibly that US defenses are poor 

and that the US government is either unable or unwilling to retaliate even in the 

face of massive cyber losses. This combination of events thus emboldens adversaries 

and weakens deterrence. Even if the United States is robustly engaging in retaliatory 

covert or clandestine responses, those responses cannot contribute to deterrence 

against the many third parties who are watching, and indeed in context detracts 

from it.

We can summarize the main point of this section as follows. Unless a nation is 

able to effectively redress a cyber intrusion, it can be harmful or self-defeating to 

publicize it, since public knowledge of loss and the failure to respond effectively invite 

more attacks.47 The United States finds itself in the unfortunate position of having 

an asymmetrical lack of control over the publication of losses and not being able 

to effectively respond to those losses. Every digitally connected nation has trouble 

defending against and responding to cyber intrusions, but the United States is the 

world’s leader in openly advertising its weakness in both defense and response, and it 

suffers accordingly.

VI.  Rule of Law

The United States has the most legalistic intelligence and military bureaucracy in the 

world, and these legalisms extend to the cyber realm. This commitment to law, and to 

legal constraint, is a hallmark of the legitimacy of intelligence and military action in 

a democratic society. In that sense, it is a source of strength.48 But it is also a source of 
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relative weakness. US adversaries—for	example,	China,	Russia,	Iran,	and	North	Korea—

are much less legalistic and much less constrained by law, domestic or international. The 

result in the cyber realm is that the United States is relatively hampered, domestically and 

internationally, in ways that benefit its adversaries.

First, the United States restrains itself from addressing information threats at home. 

Because of privacy and related values grounded in the First and Fourth Amendments 

and related statutes, the government has limited access to largely privately controlled 

networks inside the United States through which attacks from abroad travel. The 

United States is legally constrained from taking steps that might improve cybersecurity 

(broadly	conceived)	from	both	domestic	and	foreign	threats.	For	example,	China	

has comprehensive potential access to domestic communications, demands access to 

encrypted communications and to source code, has formal rules against anonymity, 

and can instantly order shutdowns based on content. The US government can do none 

of these things.

Second, the US government restrains itself from taking advantage of foreign 

adversaries’ weaknesses, or from responding to threats from adversaries abroad, 

because of both domestic and international law concerns. Not only does the US 

government have a policy of not stealing foreign commercial secrets for the benefit of 

US firms; it also makes it a crime for US firms to steal such information from foreign 

rivals’ computer systems.49	Also,	US	law	prohibits	the	CIA	from	engaging	in	a	covert	

operation abroad “which is intended to influence United States political processes, 

public opinion, policies, or media.”50 The meaning of “intended . . .  influence” in this 

prohibition is uncertain, but the prohibition surely limits US information operations 

abroad in ways that authoritarian adversaries are not limited.

The United States also takes international law constraints on cyber operations 

more seriously than its authoritarian rivals do. First, international law does not permit the 

United States to respond with kinetic force to the damaging soft operations that are this 

essay’s focus because such operations do not rise to “uses of force” or “armed attacks” 

under	the	Charter	of	the	United	Nations.51 Second, lawyers constrain US cyber operations 

due to concerns about violations of the sovereignty of “neutral” countries. According 

to	Clapper,	when	the	United	States	discussed	cyber	tools	to	use	against	North	Korea	

in response to the Sony hack, the plan required going “through some other country’s 

infrastructure”—perhaps	China’s.52 “The lawyers went nuts, so we didn’t do anything 

on	the	cyber	front,”	Clapper	says.	“We	ended	up	sanctioning	a	bunch	of	North	Korean	

generals.”	Compliance	with	international	law	rules	about	proportionality	and	avoiding	

harm to civilian non-combatants have also hampered US cyber warriors. The US 
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government has “an inclination to be very precise, very limited, very surgical, legalistic,” 

Clapper	says.	“You	cannot	be	assured	that	the	adversary	is	going	to	be	similarly	precise	

and surgical and legalistic.”

To	the	extent	that	Clapper	is	right—and he is in a position to know—the United States 

is more constrained in using its cyber tools than its adversaries are.53	Considered	

narrowly, this asymmetry weakens the affirmative use of cyber tools overtly and 

hampers deterrence by contributing to the US hesitation to respond to adversary cyber 

operations for fear of losing in escalation.54

VII.  Regulatory Skepticism

The final asymmetry concerns the United States’ relatively hands-off regulatory 

approach	to	digital	networks,	as	compared	with	both	other	Western	countries	(for	

example,	the	nations	of	the	European	Union)	and	authoritarian	countries.	The	relative	

paucity of regulation has been the hallmark of American Internet policy for two 

decades,	and	it	is	thought	to	be	a	central	reason	(but	certainly	not	the	only	one)	for	US	

firms’ extraordinary record of innovation and the extraordinary economic and other 

gains that flowed from these innovations.

The commitment to the relatively light regulation of digital firms and the Internet 

more broadly is akin to the constitutional hurdles to more government involvement 

in the domestic networks, but the limitation here is cultural or ideological, not 

legal. That does not mean that it is easy to change. On top of the cultural aversion 

to regulation, US Internet technology firms and their supporters claim they would 

lose their innovation edge and significant wealth with anything more than relatively 

light regulation from Washington.

To date, these firms’ antiregulatory posture, and the lobbying and rhetorical muscle 

behind it, has been successful. This might be changing to some degree in light of 

Washington’s recent interest in responding to some of the perceived excesses of social 

media and of data-collection practices by major US firms. But many are skeptical that 

this interest will materialize into meaningful regulation of US firms, and in any event 

there is little indication that it will extend meaningfully to the area of regulation 

relevant to this paper: cybersecurity.

The United States’ asymmetrical nonregulatory attitude has contributed to weak 

cybersecurity in the United States, since it has meant that the US government has 

generally failed to clamp down on some of the many cybersecurity harms generated 

by US firms. This hesitation to regulate takes many guises—the absence of software 
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liability or regulation for contributions to cyber losses, the general failure to impose 

significant liability on firms that suffer significant data breaches, the hesitation 

to require or facilitate better information-sharing requirements, the absence 

of	mandated	(or	at	least	subsidized	or	incentivized)	security	measures	such	as	

encrypted connections to websites or physical security tokens for authentication, 

and the like.

We do not here advocate any particular regulatory measure, and it is hard to 

generalize about the extent to which US adversaries are more interventionist in 

these cybersecurity contexts. Our only point is that to the extent US adversaries face 

no ideological or cultural opposition to such intervention, this yields a potentially 

significant cybersecurity advantage in defending their systems.

VIII.  Conclusion

The United States’ global economic dominance, its digital depth, its commitment to free 

speech and a free press and the rule of law, its relatively transparent government, and its 

relative regulatory skepticism, have long been defining and proud characteristics of its 

strength. In this essay, we have argued that, in the digital era, these defining strengths 

create structural downsides for the United States compared to its adversaries, especially 

authoritarian ones. Some of these characteristic strengths can of course be exploited 

by adversaries in nondigital realms. But as we have tried to show, digitalization 

significantly exacerbates the asymmetrical downsides of these constitutive elements  

of US power and creates special opportunities for foreign adversaries.

We cannot measure the scale of these downsides for the United States, nor can we 

balance the downsides against the many benefits of digitalization for the United 

States in its international relations. Any serious effort at assessing the impact on the 

asymmetries we have identified would need to grapple with the relationship among 

the United States’ various forms of power, and with it complex interdependencies with 

other nations.55 This and many other confounding factors are why we do not hazard 

any predictions about the aggregate impact on US international relations from the 

asymmetries and downsides we have identified.

And yet we do think there are reasons to be pessimistic. First, it is clear that the United 

States is incurring significant damage on many dimensions vis-à-vis its authoritarian 

adversaries as a result of the asymmetries we have identified. These are losses that 

it either did not suffer, or did not suffer at nearly the same scale, prior to the digital 

revolution. Second, the United States appears to have no feasible plan to redress, or 

even a theoretical response to, most of the asymmetrical downsides to digitalization 
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that we have identified. The problem of digital theft might smooth out over time. 

And in many bilateral relationships, digital dependence might be symmetrical 

and thus a less severe problem for the United States. But even viewing those issues 

optimistically, the problems for the United States that arise from its commitment to 

free speech and a free press and to certain legal constraints, and from its relatively 

transparent government and relative regulatory skepticism, have no great solution on 

the horizon.

Moreover, if we step back from the daily public reports of cyber operations against the 

United States and look at the broader picture—at least the picture one can form based on 

publicly available information and on the near-despairing comments by US officials—

matters seem to be getting progressively worse. The number of cyber operations against 

the United States is growing, and the losses in various dimensions are mounting. 

We have tried in this paper to explain some of the structural reasons why the United 

States might be especially ill-suited to respond to or deal with the soft cyber operations 

that have done the vast majority of the damage. One would like to think that we will 

soon see an equilibrium point where the losses will stabilize due to countervailing 

pressures. But given the deep structural asymmetrical basis for the losses, and the 

relative ease with which a growing number of adversaries can continue to impose these 

losses, that stabilization point is hard to see or even imagine at the moment.
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attack in a third country, and a belief that restraint by the United States in this context will constrain its 
adversaries in doing the same thing to it. To the extent this is true, constraint abroad related to sovereignty 
might be grounded as much in digital dependence as in legal constraint. But in public accounts, policy 
makers have emphasized legal restraint, which is clearly in play and consequential compared to 
adversaries.
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